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Among the nation's top clinical nutritionists presents her 14-day plan for treating and reversing gluten
sensitivity, a condition that impacts just as much as 35 to 50 percent of the U. Lieberman provides been
investigating gluten sensitivity for more than 20 years. Dr. In her knowledge, eliminating gluten can relieve
many troubling symptoms for which doctors often can't find a cause, along with chronic conditions for
which mainstream medicine offers small hope of relief— Suffering from joint pain? According to preeminent
scientific nutritionist Dr. Shari Lieberman, these symptoms are among the hallmarks of a little-known but
surprisingly common sensitivity to gluten, a protein using grains. people and is a major contributing factor to
an array of chronic illnessesStruggling with pounds gain?S. Plagued by fatigue?including arthritis rheumatoid,
ulcerative colitis, psoriasis, fibromyalgia, lupus, and irritable bowel syndrome. Lieberman's clients who stick to
a gluten-free diet survey dramatic improvement in their health— In fact, 85 percent of Dr.and scientific
tests support her effects.In The Gluten Connection, Dr. Lieberman presents a simple questionnaire to help
visitors assess their risk for gluten sensitivity and a 14-day eating plan to start them in relation to
improved health and vitality. She also recommends natural supplements to support and maximize the
therapeutic potential of a gluten-free diet.
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? I wanted an answer to my issue after 6 months of chronic coughs and countless doctor visits. I didn't
find it in this reserve. Shocking book A marvelous reserve and you will be shocked when you read it. Gluten
can provide you persistent allergy-like symptoms. This component must be added when there is ever
another edition..!. intolerance.Needs to better cover the symptoms of gluten sensitivity Didn't cover gluten
sensitivity completely, that i found can cause serious 24/7 coughing (to the point where you almost break
a rib) and allergy-like symptoms that make you feel like you have regular post-nasal drip. Read! I only went
4 stars because We went nutz and bought thus many gluten books I can't show one from the other but
here's the thing; get with the program, physique it out for your wellbeing, for your life! Too much time is
normally spent convincing visitors that gluten sensitivity is usually real; Now everybody can be blabbing about
any of it and I have no idea if gluten intolerance is as prevalent as they think but I have had an inkling
since I was 36, I got DH which is a gluten skin condition, that I was gluten intolerant and I ignored it.
Today I am 62 and holy cow, my tummy, my guts, my pores and skin. Health issues? Now I am 71 years
old, and during most of my entire life, since born in Denmark, and the last 16 years living in Thailand, each
day, at least in the morning, as yet 2 month ago, I got bread.Gluten is kicking my butt! I had to have my
thyroid out this year. I was among those super healthy guys that was mocking the gluten fad, considering
it had been only effecting an extremely scant percentage of the populace..Doc thought I had cancer,

question if there exists a connection?! Yikes! Playing catch up doesn't work because damage has been done
all these years. I experience bad for me :( . Get examined and take charge of your wellbeing. They have
even gluten free food at restaurants! It had been so hard to move gluten free 30 years ago, today it
really is easy. And when you have children watch them, it really is hereditary, my sister child is/or offers
Celiac, the worst form of gluten intolerance.u can b surprised with what u learn I Learned so much
scanning this book. One night time I was at dinner with him, my sister was working past due, he was like
three or four 4 and crying! Overall, this book is most likely more useful for handing to a skeptical doctor or
family member than in helping a gluten sensitive person navigate their diet.! Five Stars very informative
Four Stars Lots of interesting information. Pores and skin, guts. The Gluten Connection I enjoyed the
book very much and found it very helpful in getting started to discover ways to cope with my gluten
allergy. THEREFORE I provided him crackers, 'my bad? It's not funny now. Personally i think bad for him :(
He's now 25. Many thanks Shari for spending so much time attempting to conserve lives, you're a real
heroe, and Linda for helping make the book the nice read that it is.. However, a year ago, after that it
started with frequently, nearly 2 days a week, as stools, I to only got clear water. I starting consuming
high dosages of gluten 18 months ago when I discovered delicious wheat sausages and now, at age group
48, out of nowhere, I have full blown celiac disease. Therefore, after having solved my issue, I now am
warning my friends, there back Denmark, who still are eating bread, about the problems with Gluten, and
advising them to learn this book. Shari, by using Linda, have produced this book both beneficial and fun to
learn, and they thoroughly listed their sources which has helped me discover more detailed information..
Finally! Furthermore, this repeatedly often each of these days. That's a far cry from 3%. Excellent! SAVED
ME I have already been suffering for decades with neurological symptoms like bipolar, migraines, ataxia
(staggering) and dizziness. I acquired dropped to 89 pounds, got deep dark circles, osteoporosis, intestinal
problems, joint pain, irritability, ALL outward indications of gluten sensitivity which have to one degree or
another gotten hugely better in the month I am eating gluten free. This book is very clear and
knowledgable. It describes the many incarnations of gluten sensitivity. It clarifies the biochemistry of auto-
immune response. It provides chapters with recipes and secure lists of elements and products. This reserve

says "not so off the wall today" in fact it is believable. In case you have any inkling that you might have
trouble with gluten -- unexplained digestive, neurological or skin-related disorders, or various other auto-
immune illnesses like arthritis, you borrowed from it to you to ultimately try this. Why proceed through life
with excessive gas, cramps and sometimes even nausea if something as simple as gluten sensitivity may be



the culprit? I wouldn't have obtained the book if I wasn't already convinced. This is a good book but my
message is gluten and what it could do in case you are sensitive. More theory than practice This book was
not as practical as I hoped. The recipes didn't offer as much assistance as I would possess like in
navigating a gluten-free diet. The recipe for bagels says to get gluten-free of charge bagels and place
cream cheese in it. There exists a fairly comprehensive list of words to look for on ingredient labels that
indicate concealed gluten that is helpful and some useful information regarding companies that make gluten-
free products.! OMG! There is excellent information on on-line sources in addition to easy recipes for
changing common items such as breads, milk, and parmesan cheese, for example. Her guidelines on knowing
what assessments to ask for and how to understand the evaluations proved quite useful to determine
allergy vs.. My just objection is that the first almost half of the publication is spent trying to prove that
one really has gluten sensitivity. It seemed as though that could be trimmed a little bit. Otherwise, I would
highly recommend this publication as a publication to get started for anyone with gluten allergy, intolerance,
or family/friends that are looking to help someone who has such. I found it later through the procedure
of food elimination. An informative reserve about the whole gluten issue . I read a reserve years back
titled "you are what you Eat" which I felt was just a little off-the-wall. A great resource that is
simultaneously scientific and humane. everybody should read this book. Interesting Book There is a lot of

information in this book that's worth looking at if you tend to have gastrointestinal woes. A lot of what is
discussed is not everything you normally hear about in wellness magazines and may actually be overlooked by
your doctor. It's really worth the read especially since it is written in an easy-to-understand format. I
really believed I was dying, and per month later on I feel pretty much reborn. A fantastic, well-wwritten,
helpful and good information publication.. I am currently using this understanding to save my entire life.
It's literally a worldwide epidemic at this point with possibly 81% of individuals who are vunerable to gluten
intolerance. Beside mostly often an exceptionally little drop of drinking water, but awful disturbing.
Therefore in my searching following a answer to my issue I among various other bought this reserve about
Gluten, and therefore Wheat and Rue. After that after changing from breads to bacon, eggs, and
vegetables, my problem has stopped. And in the publication, among other, its told that all of the individuals
who during their life have already been eating loaf of bread, and therefore getting Gluten, in fact all of the
times thus are have some problems but frequently don’t sense them. However, that later on in their life
then the problem can boost and then starting in making disturbing problem. This publication tells me how it
operates, and how to fix it, and so far I'm having possitive results. I couldn't have already been more
wrong. It tells everybody how lousy all our food is, and just why you should cherish what the government
does to our food... Finally! An informative publication about the whole gluten issue. You should read this book.
You're saving lives, mine included :) Excellent!. I remember he would break out in hives if he ate crackers! I
really do not eat any wheat products now. Except the occasional bagel that actually phone calls me by
name… But that is clearly a occasionally thing Five Stars Thank you pertaining to the fast delivery!! Great
book ! Best book there is on Gluten issues.
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